


Sourced in the town of Lightning Ridge, 
New South Wales, Australia, the black 

opal remains the most desired stone of 
its kind, thanks to its enchanting 

multitude of hues and rare nature.

Faye Kim reimagined her signature daisy ring 
with mesmerizing Australian Lightning Ridge 
black opals. The timeless stones are set in a 
contemporary 18K gold for a look that is at 

once classic and modern. 





A translucent chalcedony pendant pairs 
beautifully with gold multi-loop swirl
earrings. 



Embrace the simple beauty
 of gold and diamonds...



Extra long multi-loop swirl earrings add drama to your everyday style 
with a dose of whimsy and lightness.

...and the warmth of precious gold.



Diamond baguettes and a modern emerald ring 
exude understated luxury.



Dive into summer with precious 
stones in ocean-inspired hues.



Opal and aquamarine statement rings complement a 
blue-green beryl nugget necklace and opal studs.



Timeless pearls:
Mabes, South Sea, 

Black Tahitian & Freshwater



Black Tahitian & South Sea 
pearl perfection 



Celebrate the beauty of feminine style.



Platinum, rose cut diamonds and a pop of color.



Revered and highly sought after for its pure 
sky blue color, Sleeping Beauty Turquoise 

briolette earrings and necklaces pair perfectly 
with coral and gold.

Sleeping Beauty Turquoise got its name because the mountain where it is mined 
resembles a sleeping woman laying on her back with her arms crossed.



Turquoise, with its distinct blue color, is one of the oldest gemstones to be used in jewelry. Egyptian handmade 
turquoise and gold bracelets date back to 5500 B.C., over 7500 years ago, resulting in jewelry for the ages.



 Natural pearls are rare — only one pearl in 500,000 will be a natural pearl. 
 



Natural seed pearl necklace, hand-wrapped 
in 18K gold, pairs beautifully with pieces from 

Faye's signature collection.



Every jewelry collection needs a pair of classic hoops. Worn alone or adorned with drops, simple 
hoops lend understated glamour to every wardrobe and destination.



Removable diamond drops offer endless versatility.



Rose-cut sapphire and diamond drops can be 
changed with every mood, season and style.

Inject your day with bold color 
that makes an impact.



Peridot and tanzanite nugget bead necklaces and black opal and tanzanite
cabochon rings are perfect for sunny days and warm weather ahead.



Spring and summer whimsy in lavender jade.



Like these vintage Pucci styles, Faye's timeless designs 
mix old with new for a fresh take on heirloom classics.


